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Abstract—Wireless communication is playing an important role in our daily life since it offers flexibility and mobility. New multimedia services demand data-rates of up to hundreds of Mbps and thus higher frequency bands are being explored to support these new high data rate services. However, to support mobility, handoff is a must in many of these networks and systems. In the mean time the 60 GHz band has received much attention due to its 5 GHz of the available spectrum globally. However, the 60 GHz channels face many challenges such as high attenuation and NLOS propagation. The high reduction in signal strength as a function of distance results in a small coverage area, thereby causing frequent handoffs for mobile terminals. In this paper, we discuss and compare handoff algorithms intended for WLAN, GSM, UMTS, etc. We study these algorithms from the point of view of their usability in 60 GHz networks and make recommendations for handoff algorithms in such networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication play an important role in the modern world because of its mobility and flexibility with more than 3.2 billion users now and a hundredfold increase of traffic expected by the year 2013 [1]. In the future, the home and office networking environments are predicted to be dominated by a variety of multimedia services like wireless HDTV, wireless home entertainment and virtual wireless office [2]. In order to support these applications, the wireless network should provide the user with transmission capacity of hundreds of Mbps using short-range Gbps wireless technology and using techniques like antenna diversity, sophisticated coding schemes, etc. With 5 GHz of unlicensed spectrum available at 60 GHz band, it is an obvious candidate for the PHY layer of future home networks.

Handoff is an important aspect in wireless and cellular communication due to the mobility of devices. It is the process that allows a user to move around while keeping an ongoing call or session on a terminal. It does so by changing its current channel in the current cell to a new channel in either the same cell or in a different cell [3]. Handoff is usually transparent to the user, but it directly affects the quality of service. A lot of research has been done on handoffs in cellular networks and WLAN. However, little work has been done on handoff in 60 GHz systems. Two types of handoffs are distinguished: horizontal handoff and vertical handoff. Horizontal handoff occurs when a mobile station (MS) is moving out of the coverage of a base station (BS) into the coverage of another BS within the same system. Vertical handoff is defined as handoff between BSs that use different wireless networking technologies, e.g., WLAN to and from cellular wireless networks.

This paper introduces the currently used handoff algorithms and discusses handoff issues in the 60 GHz band. Before we address the 60 GHz-specific issues, we compare the handoff algorithms that are proposed and implemented in the wireless and cellular systems. The paper is organized as follows: first, in Section II we explain the characteristics of the 60 GHz band. In Section III, we present handoffs in current wireless technologies, handoff-related resource management and the handoff issues in 60 GHz-based systems. In Section IV, handoff algorithms and their comparison are discussed. Section V discusses vertical handoffs. We discuss the handoffs in 60 GHz radio in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.

II. 60 GHZ-BASED WIRELESS SYSTEMS

The 60 GHz millimeter wave band is a candidate for the short-range Gbps wireless systems to satisfy the future bandwidth hungry applications. With a huge spectrum of 5 GHz allocated for unlicensed use, the 60 GHz band has become very attractive for future indoor networking. It has already received a lot of attention in [4]–[10]. The main advantage of the 60 GHz band has been discussed in [9]. Foremost of them are, large spectrum availability, reuse of frequencies, and high data rate which can be achieved. Further more, the small size of antennas and RF circuits, allows the integration of 60 GHz technology in small devices.

On the other hand, due to the limits imposed on the emitted power, the high temperature noise, and the high oxygen absorption, the range of 60 GHz system is short. The propagation of 60 GHz signal is easily obstructed by the movement of people, and the presence of furniture and walls. This however opens up the opportunity for spatial reuse of channels. Channels in the indoor or open areas show a strong multipath behavior because of easy reflection. So 60 GHz is usually envisaged for communication confined to a room or an open area where LOS signals from the antennas can be expected. In Fig. [1] the comparison of the coverage between the 60 GHz band and the 2.4 GHz band has been illustrated using the measured data. The 2.4 GHz system requires only three antennas or access points (AP) to cover the whole building while for the 60 GHz band we need at least one
Applications that might benefit from the advantages of
60 GHz are summarized in [5], we mention them briefly here:

- **Broadband wireless network for indoor environments:** The pico-cell structure of the 60 GHz band is easily applied to indoor applications within a large building [2].

- **Vehicle-to-highway communication:** The use of millimeter waves also appears to be convenient for inter-vehicle or vehicle-to-fixed-infrastructure communication [12].

- **Railway Communication:** In a modern railway transportation system, not only efficient communication between railway traffic control and the trains in the network is vital, but also the communication needs of the passengers with the external world is important. For instance, the passengers should be able to access broadband Internet [13].

- **Aircraft communication:** An in-flight entertainment system for passenger aircraft requires a total data rate of the order of several Gbps with user densities of up to one thousand passengers per system. A well designed 60 GHz WLAN system is very appropriate for in-flight entertainment [10].

- **Inter-satellite links:** The use of the 60 GHz band for inter-satellite links has been investigated by NASA and presented in [14]. Since satellite is totally outside the atmosphere, signals are subject to only free-space propagation loss. The proposed application uses the 60 GHz band for transmission between two or more satellites to relay signals from two stations on earth which are too far to be served by only one satellite.

## III. Handoff in GSM, UMTS, WLAN, LTE, Mobile WiMAX and 60 GHz-based Systems

### A. General

Handoff is a process which maintains continuity of a call or a session of a mobile station (MS) while moving in and out of the coverage area of different cells. It does so by changing the

![Image of Fig. 1: The coverage of 60 GHz compared with that of 2.4 GHz in the same building](image)
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current channel in the current cell into a new channel when the MS moves into a new cell [3]. Fig. 3 illustrates a handoff scenario, in which a MS is connected to a base station (BS), BS1. It moves from BS1 to BS2 while in a call. Handoff will be performed in the overlapping area between two BSs where the MS can receive the signal from two BSs. The signal strengths from BS1 and BS2 are measured continuously. If the signal strength of BS2 is better than the one of BS1 and it can provide the MS with the required resources, a handoff decision is made and now the MS is connected to BS2.

In case, the new BS cannot support the required resources of the connection, the handoff is denied and the connection is dropped. The call dropping probability (CDP) is the possibility of a connection being forced to terminate due to the lack of resources in the target BS. If a new connection access to the target BS is denied, it is called as blocked connection. The call blocking probability (CBP) is the possibility of a new connection being denied admission into the network. The CDP and the CBP are two fundamental QoS parameters in cellular wireless networks. They offer a good indication of a network’s QoS in terms of mobility. Another important QoS parameter is bandwidth (channel) utilization or an effective use of bandwidth in a network.

In general, a handoff procedure has three phases: the first phase is the measurement. The result of this phase is the measurement report with measurement criteria used; the second phase is handoff decision, this is usually performed by handoff algorithms with algorithm parameters and handoff criteria as inputs; and the third phase is the execution in which the new channel will be assigned to the MS and the old connection will be terminated with handoff signaling and radio resource allocation [4].

In the handoff decision phase, if the network makes a handoff decision based on the measurement of the MSs at a number of BSs, it is called Network Controlled Handoff (NCHO). In case the MS makes measurements and the network makes the handoff decision, it is called Mobile Assisted Handoff (MAHO). When each MS completely controls the handoff process, it is Mobile Controlled Handoff (MCHO).

From the point of view of a connection, handoffs can be divided into two classes: hard handoff - where the existing connection is broken before making a new one; and soft handoff - where both the existing connection and the new connections are used while the handoff takes place:

- The hard handoff that occurs in the current cell is called intra-cell handoff, and the hard handoff that occurs when a MS moves into another cell is called inter-cell handoff. This hard handoff is usually used in FDMA and TDMA where the MS can be connected with at most one base station at a time.

- One can distinguish between two types of soft handoffs: multi-way soft handoff and the so-called softer handoff, when two BSs exist in two sectors of a sectorized cell [15].

In principle, soft handoff can be used with any radio technology. However, the cost may be high and the support for soft handoff may not be good for particular technologies. This is the reason that soft handoff is commonly used only in CDMA. We will not discuss it further in this paper.

### B. Handoff Requirements

Handoff may affect many aspects of wireless networks such as, quality-of-service (QoS) and the capacity of the network. So there are a number of desirable features and requirements to reduce the adverse effects of a handoff:

- The latency of the handoff must be low. The handoff should be fast enough so that the user cannot detect any degradation of service or interruption during a handoff.
- Given a particular trajectory of a MS, the total number of handoffs should be minimal while the ratio of successful handoffs to total attempted handoffs should be maximized.
- The effect of handoff on QoS should be minimal. For example: the probability of new call blocking and dropping a current call should be minimized, and the traffic between the adjacent cells should be balanced.
- The additional signaling during the handoff process should be minimized.

In order to achieve the desired features of handoffs, the designers must take into account the factors that affect the handoff process. Let us discuss them here:

- Wireless technology: The wireless technology used in the wireless network also decides the cell size and cell topology and the traffic model. Nowadays networks may employ multiple wireless technologies simultaneously.
such as: Bluetooth, WLAN, GSM and UMTS. This leads to a new requirement of handoff procedures between two different wireless technologies; this is called vertical handoff.

- Cellular structure: The cellular structure determines the handoff due to cell size. There are five types of cells ordered by size: umbrella cell, macro-cell, micro-cell, pico-cell, and femto-cell. When the cell size decreases, for a given MS mobility scenario, handoff is more frequent and the time constraint will also be more stringent.
- Topographical features: Topography is an important element of the design of a wireless network. Part of this is the selection of the antenna locations. This together with the trajectories of the users’ movement determines the performance of the handoff.
- Mobility: The speed and direction of the user also affects the handoff. When the user moves fast, time for handoff is shorter and hence the handoff algorithms should deal with this requirement.
- QoS: Whenever the QoS decreases such as the BER, bandwidth or packet loss, the handoff may be requested to connect with another BS that can guarantee the QoS.

C. Handoff and Resource Management

Resources in wireless networks are frequency channels, timeslots, code channels; transmission power, battery energy; the number of transceivers. A good management of radio resources can help service provider in saving cost and increasing revenue; increasing quality of service and the effectiveness and efficiency of wireless networks. Resource management can help handoff in wireless networks in reducing handoff drop probability and keeping QoS during and after the handoff. In case of a handoff resource shortage, it is impossible to maintain the QoS parameters (for example, a required bandwidth is not negotiated) and the call can be disconnected after the handoff. Some issues of the resource management related to handoffs include admission control, bandwidth reservation, and power control (Fig. 9).

In admission control, new calls and ongoing calls can be treated differently. It helps to keep the system from being overloaded. New calls may be queued and handoffs may be prioritized. Information required for admission control are: requirements from users and applications; the conditions of physical channel; MAC protocol and scheduling policy; the mobility of user. So admission control must challenge with: the end-to-end QoS in multi-hop network or interconnected network; random traffic: random arrival packet process, connection duration; and random user movement. Admission control policies can be done in either centralized or distributed fashion.

The bandwidth in a wireless network may be the most precious and important resource. When a bandwidth reservation is done or when a channel is available, a handoff request can be carried out. A simple solution is that each cell should reserve fractional bandwidths of its capacity and this reserved bandwidth should be used only for handoffs and not for the new call requests. However, the open question is to find how much bandwidth is sufficient while the network also maintains the maximum bandwidth utilization and keeps the maximum rate of unsuccessful incoming handoffs below the acceptance level. Numerous schemes have been proposed to dynamically manage the allocation of bandwidth resources such as Complete Sharing: all traffic classes share the entire bandwidth, Complete Partitioning: bandwidth is divided into distinct portions with each portion corresponding to a particular traffic class [16].

Power control is a necessary mechanism in all mobile systems because of an important role in spectrum and resource allocation as well as the battery life and safety reasons. Without interference, high transmission power achieves high SINR (lower BER and high transmission rate). Power control schemes can be used to achieve the required CIR level (Carrier-Interference Ratio). They try to reduce the overall CIR in the system by measuring the received power and increasing or decreasing the transmitted power in order to maximize the minimum CIR in a given channel allocation of the system. This helps in increasing the capacity of the network in terms of the number of mobile terminals that can be supported. Power control can be done in either centralized or in a distributed way. The power used in SIR based handoff algorithms has been proposed in [17]. [18]. The power is also a parameter of the input measurements that helps in carrying out handoff decision especially in vertical handoff of UMTS with other systems.

![Fig. 4. Handoff-related resource management](image-url)

D. Handoff Schemes

As discussed before, resource management is a good solution to reduce handoff drops. Another possible mechanism is using handoff schemes. The handoff schemes can be distinguished into Non-Prioritized Schemes (NPS) and Prioritized Schemes.

In non-prioritized schemes, handoff calls and new calls are served equally. They are blocked immediately if there is no available channel in the target BS. Since, no priority is given to a handoff request over a new call, the CDP is increased. Some of NPSs have been present. A Fully Shared Scheme proposed in [19] deals with a single class of traffic. All available channels in the BS are shared by handoff and new calls. This scheme results in high channel utilization. The Complete Sharing (CS) and Complete Partitioning (CP) policies are proposed in [20]–[22]. The CS allows all users accessing equally into the available channels all the time. Meanwhile, the CP divides the available bandwidth into sub-pools based on user types. This policy can lead to waste
capacity if the load offered by a traffic stream drops below its allocated capacity. The CP can be divided into two classes: dynamic partition boundaries and static partition boundaries.

On the other hand, prioritized schemes ought to minimize both the CDP and CBP by giving the priority to handoff calls over new calls in some way. However, both requirements cannot satisfy simultaneously, thus tradeoffs between them should be carried out. Non-prioritized handoff schemes perform well in terms of CBP comparing to prioritized handoff schemes. Most handoff prioritization schemes have the same mechanism: lowering the CDP while increasing CBP due to the users’ QoS perspective, the user would rather be denied a new call than terminating of his ongoing call. Therefore, several handoff prioritization schemes have been proposed until now. They can be classify by two concepts [16]: i) handoff prioritization by handoff queuing and ii) handoff prioritization by reservation scheme.

In handoff queuing, handoff requests are queued and delayed until there are sufficient available resources in the target BS. If there are queued handoff requests, no new calls are permitted. Thus handoff requests receive the higher priorities than new calls. These schemes can delay the handoff process. So handoff queuing is suitable for mobile networks with large cells and large overlapping or low-speed mobile users. In future mobile networks with smaller cells such as 60 GHz network, the queue time is very short and handoff queuing is limited in such networks. [23] shows that handoff queuing can be applicable for vertical handoffs from a small cell mobile networks to a large cell mobile networks.

On the other hand, the prioritized handoff schemes based on reservation schemes (known as early blocking schemes [16]) will reserve handoff resources, admission control to be used for handoff requests. New calls can not be allocated in those reserved resources. Thus these schemes trade a lower possibility of CDP for a higher value of CBP. These schemes reuse some components of the QoS control plane such as admission control combined with other concepts: handoff resource reservation and mobility prediction. Two sub-types are distinguished in these scheme classes:

- Static schemes are simple since there is no mobility prediction, no signaling among BSs to reserve handoff resources. The Guard Channel Scheme also referred to as Cut-Off scheme in [24], [25] reserves a number of channels for handoff requests, the remaining channels are shared equally by new calls and handoff requests. However, networks employing static schemes can be a low resource utilization or handoff resource shortage in case of too many handoff requests or too few handoff reservation resources. Thus static schemes should be considered more while applying in microcell mobile networks.

- Dynamic schemes are more complex than static; they determine automatically handoff resources depending on the actual handoff resource demand. They need to predict the user mobility to adapt the amount of handoff resource dynamically. In [16], dynamic schemes are grouped into three: (1) local schemes require no signaling among BSs to retrieve possible handoff information and easy to deploy with low cost. Dynamic Channel Pre-Reservation Scheme [26], [27] requires a few parameters. More complex local scheme in [28] requires to adapt the amount of handoff resources every two hours with manual configuration of designed parameters. However, local schemes are suitable for networks with traffic pattern which do not change too quickly; (2) Collaborative per-mobile schemes can provide a higher accuracy of the estimated necessary handoff resources than static schemes and local schemes. Each mobile requires its own information storage to pre-reserve handoff resources in neighbor cells. Predictive Channel Reservation scheme [29] and Adaptive Channel Reservation [30] use GPS as a location system. Variable Reservation Scheme in [31] sums up the number of handoffs arriving from neighbor cells to determine how much resources should be reserved. It uses signal strength and speed as a location system. In small cell networks like 60 GHz, these schemes may be considered more often since there are many terminals and handoff requests; and (3) Collaborative aggregate schemes are less complex than per-mobile schemes because they use aggregated information instead of per-mobile information to pre-reserve handoff resources. [32] uses a mobility prediction to store mobility patterns in each base station in a limited-size history. To realize aggregation, the handoff resource demands of all terminals to a specific next cell are summed up and informed to the specific neighbor cell. Similarly, [33] reserves an aggregated amount of handoff resources between the neighbor cells.

The disadvantage of dynamic scheme is a need of mobility prediction to determine the unsteady amount of handoff resources accurately. GPS and RSS based systems are used but no requirements such as accuracy and precision degree of these systems are present. Moreover location systems like GPS, RSS based systems are not able to work well in unstable-signal environments such as the indoor environment. Another problem of these schemes which should be considered is the additional signaling.

E. Handoff in GSM

Analog cellular systems were introduced first in the 1980s to provide telephone services for mobile users. Many applications and the increasing QoS demands have resulted in the second generation cellular systems associated with digital speech transmission [24]. Now, the third generation of wireless communication is being introduced to accommodate broadband services. The fourth generation cellular systems are being developed. This trend makes handoffs increasingly important in wireless cellular networks. Handoff in GSM systems can be divided into four types based on the movement between Base Station Controller (BSC) and Mobile Switching Center (MSC) (Fig. 5):

- Intra-Cell handover: the MS changes the channels (time slots) in the same cell or the same base transceiver station (BTS).
- Inter-Cell handover within the same BSC: when a user travels from the current cell to another cell controlled by
many handoff algorithms have been proposed in [36], [38]–[41] to improve QoS in GSM, e.g., mobility-management based handoff (including position and distance), fuzzy-logic based handoffs, and neural-network based handoffs. However, recommendations of cellular networks do not specify a handoff algorithm. This work is usually done by the vendor. Thus, network operators and manufacturers are able to define and use a handoff algorithm based on the various parameters such as signal strength, bit error ratio. GSM can support both NCHO and MAHO. In MAHO, the handoff time between handoff decision and execution is approximately 1 second.

F. Handoff in WLAN

WLAN techniques are based on the set of IEEE 802.11 standards which are developed by the IEEE LAN/MAN Standards Committee (IEEE 802) for the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz spectral bands. The basic handoff in WLAN is described in the IEEE 802.11 specification [42], [43]. This process performed in Layer 2 includes three phases as illustrated in Fig. 5.

i) Discovery: The discovery process can either be active or passive. In passive scanning, the MS listens to the broadcast beacon signal periodically sent by Access Points (APs). In active scanning, the MS actively sends a Probe Request to an AP signal receiver. Each AP which receives the probe will respond to the probe.

ii) Re-authentication: In this phase, the MS authenticates with the best suitable AP found in the first phase.

iii) Association: Once the MS is authenticated with the new AP, it sends a Re-association Request to the new AP. In response, the new AP sends a Re-association Response which contains the information regarding the supported bit rate, station ID, etc. The old AP is not informed by the MS about the change of the location. Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) [44] is used to complete the last step of the handoff procedure. The IAPP uses two protocol data units (PDUs) to indicate that a handoff has taken place. These PDUs are transferred through wired network from the new AP to the old AP using UDP/IP.

Handoff latency in 802.11 is much more than 50 ms [45], the interval is detectable with the human ear during a phone conversation, so the handoff latency is a challenge in handoff algorithms. Thus, fast handoff is essential for IEEE 802.11-based voice and video applications. From the point of view of the OSI model, the handoff algorithms work based on the measurement input from the Layer 3 (and above) or Layer 2 (and below) of the seven-layer OSI model. Common upper layer measurements are packet loss and roundtrip delay. Operating in Layer 2 - MAC, in [46]–[48] fuzzy logic and neural network based handoff algorithms are proposed to mitigate handoff latency in WLANs. In [48] the average signal strength and the variation in signal strength are used as inputs to the fuzzy logic algorithm. Approximately 70% improvement is achieved with handoff latency by the proposed handoff algorithm compared to conventional handoffs.

Link layer forwarding is the technique used in [49]. The proposed link-layer forwarding scheme includes two components: store/forwarding unit and the handoff detection, both
implemented in the device drivers of the AP. In the first unit, the driver maintains a queue for each handoff, holding packets for forwarding. In the second unit, packets, which are not sent due to bad link quality, are forwarded to the new AP after handoff. The result is that the proposed scheme reduces packet loss during a handoff process in WLAN.

Another approach in Layer 2 is to use integrated SNR, load and association time (the period of time that an MS keeps communicating with an AP and without a handoff) as input to the handoff algorithms [50]. The numerical simulation results show that the proposed algorithm achieves a minimum number of handoffs by reducing unnecessary handoffs and balances the network load. But the proposed algorithm fails in reducing handoff latency because of the complexity of the algorithm.

In a combination of Layer 2 and Layer 3, we can find hierarchical handoff techniques proposed in [51]–[53]. In Layer 3, Mobile IP protocol provides an efficient, scalable mechanism for roaming within Internet. It allows mobile device users to move from one network to another while maintaining a permanent IP address. There are two versions supporting IPv4 [54] and IPv6 [55]. In [51] one-level and two-level hierarchical integrated 802.11-based WLAN/WAN for multimedia applications are introduced. IEEE 802.11 based APs are connected to a common Domain Access Point (DAP) in a hierarchical manner. In one-level architecture, DAP is connected to Internet through its corresponding Gateway Access Point (GAP). Two or more GAPs are connected to Inter-Domain backbone. In two-level architecture, Corresponding Access Point (CAP) is used to manage two or more DAPs. To access the Internet, CAP is then connected to GAP. Mobility of a MS within one DAP is considered as “local mobility” and mobility of a MS from one DAP to another DAP is considered as “global mobility”. A hierarchical handoff scheme is proposed for these two scenarios. The proposed scheme is better than the standard MIP by about 20% to 25% with respect to the handoff latency. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 works together with fast-handoff schemes to reduce the handoff latency to around 300 – 400 ms [53]. Seamless Mobile IP (S-MIP) in [52] builds on top of fast-handoff algorithm, hierarchical Mobile IPv6, and location tracking. S-MIP shows that it can provide the lossless handoff at the IP layer with minimal signaling overhead compared to hierarchical Mobile IPv6.

G. Handoff in UMTS

UMTS is known as the third generation mobile communication network led by 3GPP which is able to provide a range of 3G services. A brief technical comparison of three networks, WLAN, GSM, and UMTS is illustrated in Table II. Due to the use of WCDMA in the physical layer, handoff in UMTS can be classified as [56]:

- Hard handoff: Hard handoffs are used for changing the radio frequency band of the connection between the User Equipment (UE) and the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) in UMTS, and changing the cell on the same frequency when there is no network support for macro diversity (where several antennas are used for transferring the same signal). These methods are selected when soft and softer handoffs are not possible.
- Soft handoff and softer handoff: are specialized handoffs used in CDMA implemented in UMTS. These methods are explained in detail in 3GPP specifications - TR 25.922 [57].

Because of the mobility of users and the range of 3G applications, it is important that the devices using UMTS should handoff to and from several other systems such as GSM, WLAN, and Bluetooth. Fig. 8 illustrates the handoff procedures from UMTS to GSM consisting of six steps [58]. A MS sends measurement reports to a UMTS node to answer the measurement request in Step 1. Candidate GSM cells are able to measure. Based on this measurement report from the MS, a Radio Network Controller (RNC) makes a handoff decision. The RNC sends a request to reserve resources to a MSC in Step 3. In Step 4, the MSC responds with an acknowledgement (ACK) combination with a handoff command to confirm. While receiving the ACK, the UMTS node sends to the MS the handoff command in Step 5. Finally, a handoff from UMTS to GSM is performed by sending a GSM Handover Access message to the BSC in Step 6.

Many handover management architectures for integrated WLAN/UMTS are proposed in [59]. They range from the solutions where the involved networks remain independent of each other with no joint resources to the solutions where one network is embedded in another and the control mechanisms and routing paths are shared. Most of them use Mobile IP to interconnect different technologies and support load balancing. The handover performance of these architectures is improved. But, there is the trade-off between the complexity
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>GSM/UMTS</th>
<th>WLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Licensed bands 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 1900 MHz</td>
<td>Non-licensed band spectrum 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>200 MHz/5 MHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Large, 500 m up to 35 km</td>
<td>Small - up to 150 m (300 m in outdoor scenarios)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Access</td>
<td>FDMA, TDMA, CDMA</td>
<td>CSMA, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>Switching</td>
<td>Packet only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Architecture</td>
<td>BSS (BTS and BSC) NSS (MSC, SGSN, GGSN)</td>
<td>Access Point/Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>9.6 kbps UMTS DL/UL, 2 Mbps</td>
<td>Up to 54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Voice and data</td>
<td>Data communication oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>High, global mobility (UMTS, UMTS-GSM)</td>
<td>Best effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
<td>QoS mechanism allows real-time services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment cost</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Fixed urban, Indoor, Pedestrian, Vehicular urban, Vehicular rural, High speed</td>
<td>Fixed urban, Indoor, Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target market</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Home/Enterprise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4G mobile communications technology. LTE is designed to meet the recent increase of mobile data usage and emergence of new applications such as Multimedia Online Gaming, mobile TV, Web 2.0. In order to achieve the performance requirements, LTE rely on physical layer technologies such as, OFDM and MIMO systems, Smart Antennas. It is hopefully to deploy the LTE products in real networks in 2011 by Verizon Wireless [62].

There are important changes also in Radio Access Network architecture, where the distribution of functions between the base station node, called eNodeB (eNB) and the central node, called the Gateway node are different compared to the functional distribution between NodeB and RNC in UMTS. The LTE architecture (Fig. 9) consists of eNBs, Mobility Management Entity (MME) and System Architecture Evolution (SAE) Gateway (S-GW) [63]. The eNBs connects to the MME/S-GW by the S1 interface and connects to each other through X2 interface. The main functions of the eNBs are: radio resource management and routing user plane data towards S-GW. This means that all radio control functions such as handoff control, admission control are terminated in eNB. The MME/S-GW performs the following functions: distribution of paging messages to eNBs; security control; encryption of user data streams; switching of U-plane to support of User UE mobility; idle mode mobility handling.

Unlike UMTS, there is no soft handoff support in LTE. In LTE, network controlled, UE assisted handoff is performed [63]. The eNBs makes the handoff decisions without involving the MME/S-GW. All necessary handoff information is exchanged between the eNBs via X2 interface. A handoff complete message is sent to the MME/S-GW once a new connection is established between UE and the target eNB. This feature can reduce the signaling load on the S1 interface. The main steps of the handoff procedure in Fig. 10 (1) When the UE needs a handoff, it sends a Measurement Report to the source eNB. The source eNB makes a handoff decision based on the Measurement Report and Radio Resource Management information. (2) The source eNB sends a HO Request to the target eNB. (3) The target eNB stores the context and the new Cell Radio Network Temporary Identify (C-RNTI)
and responds to the source eNB with a response message: HO Request ACK. (4) once the source receives the HO Request ACK, it transfers all information to the UE in the HO Command message. (5) The UE sends a HO Confirm to the target eNB when it makes a successful radio handoff. At this time, the target eNB starts transmitting data buffered from the source eNB to the UE. After that the target eNB sends the path switch command to MME/S-GW and finally, it triggers the release of resources from the source eNB in steps (6), (7) and (8). During Detach Time the UE is disconnected from the source eNB and not connected to the target eNB. The handoff in LTE has minimum interruption time, less than that of circuit-switched handovers in 2G networks such as GSM. Investigations in [64, 65] show that the LTE can achieve a good handoff performance in terms of user throughput, handoff delay and handoff failure rate.

Handover from LTE to 2G/3G systems are designed to be seamless. Handoff between LTE and WLAN has been standardized in [66]. A seamless handoff scheme for interworking between LTE and 3G Circuit-Switching systems is proposed in [67] to reduce the service interruption time which is required less than 300 ms by 3GPP in [68].

Handover from LTE to 2G/3G systems are designed to be seamless. Handoff between LTE and WLAN has been standardized in [66]. A seamless handoff scheme for interworking between LTE and 3G Circuit-Switching systems is proposed in [67] to reduce the service interruption time which is required less than 300 ms by 3GPP in [68].

**Fig. 9.** E-UTRAN architecture

**Fig. 10.** Message chart of the LTE handover procedure [63]

### I. Handoff in Mobile WiMAX

Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) as the broadband wireless access technology is built on the robust OFDM/OFDMA physical layer which can work with large delay in NLOS environment. There are two flavors of WiMAX: fixed WiMAX and mobile WiMAX. Fixed WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16e-2004 standard [69] and is optimized for fixed and nomadic applications in LOS and NLOS environment. Fixed access allows no movement. Nomadic access provides movement among cells but there is no handoff support. Mobile WiMAX is based on IEEE 802.16e standard [70] and targeted for portable and mobile application in NLOS environment. However, Mobile WiMAX systems can also provide fixed and nomadic access. Mobile WiMAX incorporates more additional features such as: handoff, flexible power management (sleep and idle mode), channel bandwidth scalability (SOFDMA), fractional frequency reuse, and better NLOS performance and indoor penetration. Mobile WiMAX can provide broadband access to stationary as well as mobile users at the speed up to about 120 km/h. These applications can be provided by Mobile WiMAX: music/video streaming, live TV broadcast, voice/video chatting, Internet multiplayer game, large file download/upload from/to Internet, remote access to office LAN via VPN. Mobile WiMAX can make broadband available everywhere (i.e. at home, in the office, on the street, on train). A brief technical comparison between Mobile WiMAX and LTE in Table III. LTE is better suited for global adoption than WiMAX. LTE also offers MSs better coverage as they travel by providing seamless handoff and roaming for true mobility. However, LTE commercial products will be delayed until 2011, meanwhile WiMAX is being deployed widely since 2009 [73].

Three types of handoffs are defined in Mobile WiMAX: i) hard handoff, ii) Macro Diversity handoff (MDHO), and iii) Fast Base Station Switching (FBSS). Hard handoff in WiMAX is the default handoff mechanism while the last two types are optional, and soft handoffs. The WiMAX Forum has developed several techniques to optimize hard handoff within the framework of the 802.16e standard. In both FBSS and MDHO, the MS and BS maintain a list of BSs involved with the MS’s handoff, so-called “diversity set”. Each diversity set is defined for each MS in network. Among the BSs in the diversity set, an Anchor BS is defined. This is the BS where the MS is registered, synchronized. In MDHO, the MS communicates with all BSs in its diversity set. An MDHO begins with a decision for an MS to transmit to and receive from multiple BSs at the same time. For a downlink, all BSs in the diversity set transmit data to the MS such the MS performs the diversity combining. For an uplink, the transmission of the MS is received by multiple BSs where selection diversity of received information is performed. In FBSS method, the MS only communicates with the Anchor BS for all uplink and downlink traffic including the management of messages. This is also the main difference between MDHO and FBSS. An FBSS handover is a decision by an MS to receive or transmit data from a new anchor BS within the diversity set. Switching from one Anchor BS to another is done without proceeding HO signaling message.

The standard specifies a highly flexible and scalable layer 2 (MAC layer) handoff policy, allowing the MS, the BS and the network to initiate and optimize handoffs. The brief
TABLE III
TECHNICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN WiMAX AND LTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>LTE</th>
<th>WiMAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legacy</td>
<td>GSM/GPRS/EGPRS/UTMS/HSPA</td>
<td>IEEE 802.16 a through 16d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core network</td>
<td>UTRAN moving towards All-IP Evolved UTRA CN with IMS</td>
<td>WiMAX Forum All-IP network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency band</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td>2.3 GHz; 3.5 GHz; 5.8 GHz (unlicensed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bandwidth</td>
<td>Up to 20 MHz</td>
<td>Up to 20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downlink</td>
<td>OFDMA</td>
<td>OFDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uplink</td>
<td>SC-FDMA</td>
<td>OFDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak data rate</td>
<td>DL: 100 Mbps, UL: 50 Mbps</td>
<td>DL: 75 Mbps, UL: 25 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell radius</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>2–7 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell capacity</td>
<td>&gt;200 users at 5 MHz; &gt;400 users with larger BW</td>
<td>100–200 users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility support</td>
<td>Up to 350 km/h</td>
<td>Up to 120 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass market</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

comparison of WiMAX handoff procedures presented in [71] has shown that both soft handoff methods achieve better performance in comparison to hard handoff method. With soft handoff methods the best service disruption time is less than 50 ms with very low packet loss (less than 1%) [70]. Meanwhile, the minimum handoff time of three levels of hard handoff are evaluated in [72]: 280 ms, 230 ms and 60 ms. Hard handoff method can be a choice to deploy due to low cost and low complexity. However, the existing handoff mechanisms in WiMAX is challenged with latency, packet loss and optimization of channel resources [71].

J. Comparison of handoff in WLAN, GSM/UMTS, LTE and WiMAX

Table [IV] shows a brief comparison of handoff in WLAN, GSM, UMTS, LTE, and WiMAX. In general, handoff in these wireless technologies has similar processes within the three phases: measurement, decision and execution.

- Handoff in such networks is usually based on the channel measurements which consist of Relative Signal Strength (RSS) and/or CIR. Other measurements such as mobility, traffic, QoS, and cost (for vertical handoff) can also be good input for making a handoff decision.

- UMTS prefers soft handoffs since it uses WCDMA at the physical layer and it uses hard handoff as an alternative, while WLAN and GSM use hard handoff. In WiMAX, hard handoff is mandatory, soft handoffs are optional. Unlike UMTS and WiMAX, LTE do not support soft handoff.

- Controlled: GSM, UMTS, and WiMAX can support both NCHO and MAHO because of their centralized approach. WLAN prefers MCHO due to this; it reduces the overall complexity in the network, the signaling overhead, and the handoff latency more than a mobile-assisted handover (MAHO). But in both cases, the channel monitoring is performed at the terminal.

- Decision algorithms: these networks can use all the types of algorithms, based on the measurements from any layer (normally from layer 1 to layer 3). They also use intelligent technologies such as fuzzy logic, and pattern recognition to improve the performance of handoff algorithms.

K. Handoff Issues in 60 GHz-based Wireless Systems

When compared to the cell size of GSM, UMTS or 802.11 WLAN, the cell size of 60 GHz network is small, i.e., in the order of 10 m. Fig. [I] shows the difference in coverage between a 2.4 GHz network and a 60 GHz network; there are only three base stations to cover the whole area for 2.4 GHz radio, but at 60 GHz it is necessary to install at least one antenna per room. Due to small cell size, even a small movement of the MS may trigger a handoff [11] and this may lead to a large number of handoffs during a call [13], [83]. The second issue is the smaller overlapping area between the cells. With GSM, UMTS, 802.11 WLAN, the larger overlapping area between cells allows the network elements enough time to initiate and complete a handoff successfully. In 60 GHz...
networks, the overlapping area is much smaller. Especially in indoor environment, the overlapping area usually exists in and around open areas like windows, and doors (Fig. 1). When a MS exits a room through a door, the MS can make a sharp turn (for example: turn left or turn right). In this case, the overlapping area might be too small to give the MS sufficient time to complete a handoff if not identified early enough. This phenomenon is termed as the corner effect.

Let us get an impression of the time taken for handoff in 60 GHz systems in the indoor environment. We assume that the speed of movement of a person is 2 m/s and it takes 5 s to pass through a cell (room size being 10 m × 10 m). This means that for every 5 s a handoff will be performed. The time allowed for completing a handoff with a 1 m overlapping area at an open door is $t_{\text{handoff}} = 0.5$ s.

Another issue is the propagation attenuation of the 60 GHz channel by the surrounding obstacles. Objects such as furniture can cause shadowing, and also humans can block signal, with attenuation of signals by 20 dB from the link budget if the LOS path is blocked. Thus handoff is rather challenging in a crowded room. As mentioned above, SIR can drop from 20 dB to 0 dB and rise up to 15 dB again in a few centimeters. If a handoff is triggered due to that reason, it is an unnecessary handoff. Handoff algorithm should consider this situation.

Lastly, 60 GHz band is applied in Radio over Fiber networks in many instigations [2], [6], [11], [13], [74]–[77]. In such network, signaling during a handoff process could be affected by the additional propagation delay for transmitting signal in the optical network in RoF network. In [79], radio over fiber system can achieve a good performance in both downlink and uplink signal in case the optical length is over 25 km. This could also contribute to a significant propagation delay which is much more than the propagation delay for transmitting signal over air.

In recent years, several investigations on the 60 GHz band and its handoff have been proposed [2], [6], [11], [13], [74]–[77]. Most investigations have introduced the new appropriate network architecture to solve handoff issues at 60 GHz radio. In [6], the authors extended the concept of Virtual Cellular Network (VCN) in [75] for 60 GHz communication with multiple receiving antennas to form a MIMO system. The VCN architecture utilizes the idea of Single Frequency Net-works and distributed Access Points (AP) to form an adaptive wireless infrastructure. In a VCN, there is no conventional Base Station (BS) that manages the channel and handovers. Instead, the notion of “ports” - essentially simple antennas - has been introduced. In a network area, all the ports are connected to and controlled by a Port Server (PS). In this system, a Virtual Cell (VC) is dynamically formed for each and every MS. It is defined as the area in which the signals sent from the MS are strong enough to capture a port. Packets destined to an MS are dynamically routed by the PS to all the ports inside the VC. Since the network operates at a single frequency channel and a VC is always created to follow an MS, there will be no conventional handover. Each time the MS moves to a new position, a new VC is created and the routing table must be updated in the PS. The drawbacks are twofold, first the whole spectrum is shared by a large number of users; second, higher traffic overhead to handle the ports dynamically.

The authors in [11] have proposed the Radio over Fiber (RoF) indoor network employing the novel concept of Extended Cell (EC). ECs are dynamically created by grouping several adjacent radio cells. This means adjacent antennas (referred as radio cells) are allowed to transmit the same content over the same frequency channel. Multipath and shadowing effects in such networks are solved by employing Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology. Now the overlapping area is the overlap area between two adjacent ECs in RoF indoor networks. So the handoff performance is improved. The simulation results show the number of handoffs is reduced significantly and the probability of a handoff drop for the case using EC to be less than that in the case where EC is not used is up to 70%. Two architecture for future home networks using 60 GHz have proposed in [2]: cell-based communication infrastructure using the EC concept and Ad hoc based home network communication infrastructure. The challenges and research issues in proposed architectures include connectivity, mobility, self-configuration, cognitive networking.

Handoff issues in railway communication have been presented in [13]. The authors state that if a 100 m train moves with a speed of 100 km/h, handoff is carried out frequently with a period of 1 s. The Moving Cell (MC) concept is applied
to solve those problems. The MC is based on the previous physical moving cell concept proposed in [82]. MC is a group of adjacent radio cells that moves together with the train. It can communicate on the same frequency during the connection. This avoids most handoffs when the train moves. The advantage of Radio over Fiber techniques and the characteristic of train network (directional network), the proposed architecture could be the promise solution to provide passengers in the train with the broadband Internet. Unfortunately, this concept might not be applicable for indoor environments where a large number of users move differently. The concept Moving Extended Cell (MEC) proposed in [76] for Radio over Fiber networks may gain benefits of two above concepts: EC and MC and Virtual Cell Zone [80]. An EC is formed by 7 adjacent cells and the data emission frequency is the same in every single cell. Each user has been covered by the 7-cell EC which moves together with the user. The simulation results show the proposed architecture can achieve zero CDP and packet losses for mobile speed up to 40 m/s and mitigate the corner effect phenomena. The authors suggest that Radio over Fiber network at 60 GHz can apply for both indoor pedestrian and vehicular communications.

In [74], a new MAC scheme, Chess Board Protocol, has been presented to Radio over Fiber networks at 60 GHz. This protocol bases on frequency switching codes. The bandwidth is divided into 2M channels where M channels are used for uplink transmission and the other M channels are used for downlink transmission. Every BS supports all channels. To request permission for uplink transmission on a channel, the MH sends a request to the control station using the reservation field in any slot in this channel. The analysis in [74] show the proposed MAC scheme can support QoS requirements and make a fast and easy handoff. The proposed MAC scheme can also be used for indoor and outdoor communication at 60 GHz.

In [78], [81] directional antennas for 60 GHz systems has been present. In this paper, MAC and routing protocol are also described. The enhanced MAC reduces the problem of hidden node due to directional antennas. Handoff can take into account the usage of directional antennas. The signal strength of the beacons sent out omni-directionally by APs is smaller than that of packets sent out directionally with the same transmitted power.Normally, handoff is triggered when the RSS of the associated AP is below a fixed threshold. In a fast handoff approach, handoff is performed when the RSS of a new AP is greater than that of the current AP plus with a reasonable hysteresis.

Due to the vulnerable nature of 60 GHz LOS links, vertical handoff from 60 GHz radio to WLAN is the proposed solution to overcome that feature [77]. The handoff decision algorithm is designed as cognitive approach and based on decision theory with multiple factors such as: user preference, network condition, the capacity of the terminal. The proposed decision theory based decision algorithm is compared to three naive algorithms: i) algorithm “r” that chooses randomly networks, ii) algorithm “s” that always switches to WLAN when LOS is blocked, and iii) algorithm “w” that always waits for 60 GHz recovery. The simulation results show the proposed algorithm is able to make a handoff in uncertain situations.

IV. HANDOFF ALGORITHMS

Based on the handoff criteria, handoff algorithms can be classified into two classes:

i) Conventional handoff algorithms – these algorithms are based on the signal strength, distance, velocity, power budget, and SIR.

ii) Intelligent handoff algorithms – these are based on AI technologies such as fuzzy logic, prediction, pattern cognition, and neural networks.

A. Conventional Handoff Algorithms

Relative Signal Strength (RSS). In this method, the RSSs of BSs are measured over time and the BS with the strongest signal strength is selected to carry out a handoff. For example, when a MS moves to the point A (Fig. 12), the RSS of BS2 exceeds the RSS of BS1 and the MS will be handed over to BS2. If the RSS of BS2 falls below that of BS1, the MS is handled back to BS1. Due to multipath fading the signal may fluctuate, several handoffs may be requested while BS1’s RSS is strong enough to communicate with the MS. This results in the undesirable so-called ping-pong effect. Handoff in this case is unnecessary. These unnecessary handoffs will increase the probability of a call failing during a handoff and the network load. The handoff techniques to overcome this problem have been introduced in [3] and they are: Relative Signal Strength with Threshold, Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis, Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis and Threshold. Let us explain these techniques:

i) Relative Signal Strength plus Threshold: The handoff is requested if and only if the RSS of BS1 is lower than the threshold value and the RSS of BS2 is stronger than that of BS1. In Fig. 12, T1 is set as the threshold value and handoff is carried out at the point B. This technique helps the network limit handoffs when the signal from the current BS (BS1) is strong enough. But the problem is to find the appropriate threshold value. If the threshold is too low, the call may drop. If it closes to the point A, the ping-pong effect can still persist.

ii) Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis: This technique allows handoff if BS2’s RSS is stronger than that of BS1 with a hysteresis value h. Fig. 12 illustrates this technique with the hysteresis value h and the handoff is at C. This technique can avoid effectively the ping-pong effect, but the problem is the same as that of the above technique i.e., to find the appropriate hysteresis value. If h is too high, the current signal (from BS1)
may fall to a very low value and the call may be dropped. If $h$ is too low, handoff may happen unnecessarily, while the signal strength is enough to maintain the ongoing call.

iii) Relative Signal Strength with Hysteresis and Threshold: This technique combines both the threshold value and the hysteresis value to minimize the number of handoffs. The rule is, handoff takes place if $BS_1$'s RSS is lower than the threshold value and $BS_2$'s RSS is stronger than $BS_1$'s RSS by the hysteresis value. For example, the handoff point will be around the point C in Fig. [12]. This method is used in the GSM standard.

Fig. [12] also shows value $T_2$ which is known as the receiver threshold. It is the minimum value of received signal strength that makes sure that the call continues. If the received signal strength is less than $T_2$, the ongoing call will be dropped. The time interval from the point A to the point D enables the network to delay the handoff request until the receiver threshold is reached. During this time the network can allocate resources for the MS in the target cell.

The performance of handoff algorithms using both absolute signal strength and relative signal strength measurements are explained in [84]. The authors use Expected Average Signal Strength of a base station for handoff decisions. This scheme helps in avoiding the unnecessary handoffs. In [57] a model is proposed to analyze the handoff algorithms using both absolute and relative signal strength measurements. The benefit of these techniques is, it is simple to implement, thus making them popular in the cellular systems such as: GSM, UTMS and WLAN.

**SIR Based Algorithms.** Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) is a measure of the communication quality. This method allows handoff if the SIR of the current BS is lower than the threshold and the SIR of the target BS is better. In [17] an SIR based handoff algorithm is proposed, where each user aims for a target SIR $\gamma_t$ and handoffs are allowed when the absolute SIR drops below a threshold, $\gamma_{ho}$ (normally less than $\gamma_t$). But this algorithm causes cell-dragging that happens when a MS is moving slowly away from a cell and the BS do not recognize it due to strong average signal. This algorithm also inhibits handoffs near the geometrical cell boundaries.

**Velocity Based Algorithms.** If the user moves fast, the probability of call drop may be high due to excessive delay during handoff. In [38] a fast handoff algorithm with velocity adaptation is proposed for urban communication. Velocity estimators using LCR, ZCR and Covariance methods are used. Corner detection algorithm is also incorporated into the handoff algorithm to speed up handoffs in NLOS scenario. The paper shows that velocity adaptive handoff algorithm performs well in a typical NLOS scenario of urban cellular network by reducing handoff delay.

The velocity adaptive handoff algorithm using multi-level threshold is presented in [85]. The handoff threshold values are assigned according to the velocity of the users. Since low speed users spend more time in the handoff area, they are assigned higher thresholds. High speed users are assigned lower thresholds. The simulation result in [85] shows that when the number of levels for threshold is increased from one level to 8 levels, the blocking probability and handoff failure probability is significantly reduced.

**Direction Biased Algorithms.** Direction biased algorithms are important for high mobility users especially in NLOS handoff (for example NLOS handoff) [86]. In this algorithm, base stations are divided into two groups. Group-1 has the base stations that a MS approaches and Group-2 has the base stations from which the MS moves away. Two hysteresis values are used for handoff initiation: $h_e$ for Group-1 and $h_d$ for Group-2 where $h_e < h < h_d$. The direction biased algorithm improves handoff performance by lowering the mean number of handoffs while reducing the handoff delay. In [87], the author uses the same mechanism for handoff in Distributed Wireless Communication System (DWCS).

**Minimum Power Algorithms.** In [18] the authors proposed Minimum Power Handoff (MPH), which uses transmission power as a handoff criterion. MPH looks for a pair of BS and a channel that has a target SIR with minimum transmitted power. The simulation results show that this algorithm reduces call dropping but causes a high number of unnecessary handoffs. In order to reduce the number of handoffs, handoff requests are delayed by using a handoff timer in MPH (MPHT). If MPHT finds the best BS that differs from the currently serving BS, the maximum SIR at the current BS is calculated. If it is less than the minimum required SIR, handoff is carried out immediately; otherwise the timer is activated. Handoffs are delayed until the timer reaches a given value. When the handoff is executed, the algorithm turns off the timer.

Conventional handoff algorithms can use the signal strength, SIR, power as its inputs. These algorithms are simple and easy to implement but their poor performance can make them difficult to use in 60 GHz systems. In order to apply in 60 GHz systems, these algorithms should reduce the number of handoffs while reducing the handoff delay. This is really a challenge to conventional handoff algorithms. To reduce both the number of handoffs and the handoff delay, an adaptive hysteresis mechanism is required. In addition, the algorithms utilize the velocity and direction information of a MS to bring in the improvement.

**B. Intelligent Handoff Algorithms**

**Fuzzy logic based handoff algorithms.** In [88], a fuzzy logic handoff algorithm is presented. Heavy fading makes the area unstable in which hysteresis used in conventional handoffs may not be sufficient. The signal intensity of the adjacent base station is used for fuzzy system. The analysis results in [88] show a low frequency of handoff and thus handoff stability is enhanced. In [89] the proposed handoff algorithm based on multiple criteria cell membership is proposed, which include relative signal strength, traffic level, location of a MS and the time of the last handoff. The number of handoffs is reduced without excessive cell overlapping.

Fuzzy logic used in [90] finds out the appropriate RSS threshold and the RSS hysteresis for conventional handoff algorithms. Based on pre-selection algorithm in [86], an adaptive direction biased fuzzy handoff algorithm is proposed. The input of the fuzzy system includes RSS, SIR, velocity of a MS, and traffic. The simulation results show that this algorithm
helps in reducing both the number of handoffs and the handoff delay.

In [91] fuzzy logic is used to find the handoff factor for each BS using the set of input – RSSI, link quality, and distance between MS and BS. If the handoff factor of the current BS is larger than that of the target BS, a handoff is requested. [91] shows that the handoff factor can help to resolve the corner effect problem. The handoff factor is also used in a fuzzy logic vertical handoff in [92].

Neutral based handoff algorithms. Neural network based handoff algorithms are presented in [93]–[95]. In [93] a handoff algorithm based on hypothesis testing and implemented by neural network is proposed. The input of neural network is only the signal strength received by a MS. The proposed algorithm can avoid excessive delay and exploit traffic measurements. However, no simulation result is presented. Simulation results in [94] show that the artificial neural network is suitable for multi-criteria handoff algorithms. A neural network using radial-basis functions is used for handoff algorithm [95]. The simulation results show that this algorithm reduces unnecessary handoffs as well as blocking rate.

Pattern recognition based handoff algorithms. In [96] the author uses pattern recognition technique (PR) to solve handoff problem. PR identifies meaningful regularities in noisy or complex environments. These techniques are based on the concept that, points in a feature space re mathematically defined and are close enough to represent same kind of objects. Algorithms include: (1) Explicit methods in which the samples are classified depending on the side of a set of hyper-surfaces they belong to; (2) Implicit methods based on the distances to a certain predefined representative vector in each group with fuzzy classifier algorithms (recognition by weighted distance and similarity vector) and clustering algorithms. The simulation result shows that the number of handoffs reduces significantly.

In [97], a pattern recognition handoff algorithm (PRHO) is introduced. This algorithm trains on the signal strength measurements at the location in which handoffs may be desired. Patterns are collections of signal strength measurements from BSs. When signal strength measurements match these patterns, a handoff can be carried out without much delay. This algorithm performs better than the traditional handoffs at the same threshold and hysteresis while reducing both the number of unnecessary handoffs and the handoff decision delay. However, setting the threshold and the hysteresis is still a problem of PRHO. To reduce corner effect, PRHO is extended by using a two-stage decision machine – regular and alert [98]. In the alert stage, three short patterns are defined by the users’ direction. Matching the pattern located before the corner, the algorithm does not perform a handoff, but goes to the alert stage. In alert stage, each short pattern is compared with the signal strengths. Each short pattern has the appropriate handoff. This extended algorithm also gets better performance than the traditional handoffs.

Prediction based algorithms. Handoff algorithms can use the predicted value of handoff criteria such as RSS to make handoff decisions [99]–[101]. In [100], an adaptive prediction-based handoff algorithm is proposed to reduce the number of handoffs. There are different handoff priorities in this algorithm according to the predicted signal strength. A handoff is initiated following these priorities. The effect of the proposed algorithm on the handoff delay is not studied. In [99], a handoff algorithm using Grey prediction is introduced. Grey prediction uses the signal strength averaging function in traditional handoff algorithms. The simulation shows that the proposed algorithm minimizes both handoff delay and the number of handoffs. The algorithms presented in [101] use Grey prediction to predict signal strength for the input of fuzzy decision system. These algorithms result in good performance and even reduce the corner effect.

Clearly, intelligent handoff algorithms are much more complicated than conventional handoff algorithms. However, these algorithms can meet the requirements of 60 GHz systems. All mentioned intelligent algorithms can keep both the number of handoffs and the handoff delay low. Some of them are shown to improve the new call blocking probability and the handoff blocking probability. About their inputs, beside normal inputs such as: the signal strength, and SIR, intelligent algorithms use additional information of the MS such as: speed, direction, location and information of network such as: traffic. Thus, 60 GHz systems should deploy more functional systems to provide intelligent algorithm with that information.

C. The Comparison of Handoff Algorithms

The common performance metrics used to evaluate handoff algorithms in [35] are listed below and compared in Table 4:

1) Input parameters in handoffs are usually signal strength, SIR, BER, velocity, and direction. Conventional handoff algorithms use one or two of them as input. With intelligent handoff algorithms the input parameters are more.

2) The number of handoffs can be used for calculating handoff rate (number of handoffs per unit of time) and the number of handoffs per call. Conventional handoff algorithms can reduce the number of handoffs by using the hysteresis. The algorithms with velocity input and direction based support reduce the handoff delay while decreasing the number of handoffs. The results in [99], [101]–[103] show that the number of handoffs is reduced by intelligent handoff algorithms.

3) Ping-pong effect can be avoided in both conventional handoff algorithms and intelligent handoff algorithms by using the threshold value and the hysteresis value. Ping-pong effect still exists if the hysteresis value is small. However, the high hysteresis causes more handoff delay.

4) Handoff latency is an important parameter to analyze the handoff algorithms. This is high if conventional handoff algorithms assign the high value to the hysteresis for avoiding ping-pong effect. Intelligent handoff algorithms have a mechanism to reduce the handoff delay and the number of unnecessary handoffs so the latency is low.

5) Unnecessary handoff is caused by ping-pong effect. The number of unnecessary handoffs can be limited by using the hysteresis. Conventional handoff algorithms make a tradeoff between the number of handoffs and the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Handoff Algorithms</th>
<th>Conventional Handoffs</th>
<th>Intelligent Handoffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSS plus with the threshold and/or the hysteresis</td>
<td>RSS based</td>
<td>SIR based-SIRBH</td>
<td>Minimum power - MBH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated resource management, SIR</td>
<td>Integrated resource management, Power, SIR</td>
<td>Velocity, Signal Strength</td>
<td>Direction, Signal Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Strength</td>
<td>Signal Strength</td>
<td>Signal Strength</td>
<td>Signal Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping-pong effect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Avoided</td>
<td>Avoided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The handoff latency</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of Handoffs</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of unnecessary handoffs</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Lower than MPH (1.5-2.5 handoffs/call)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner effect (NLOS)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
handoff delay. As mentioned above, intelligent handoff algorithms can keep this parameter low. Integrated resource management handoff algorithms, SIRBH and MPH make a lot of unnecessary handoffs. MPH algorithm makes 4-10 handoffs per call compared to 1.5-2.5 handoffs per call of SIR-based handoff algorithm.

6) Corner effect is a serious problem in wireless communication. Velocity adaptive handoff algorithm and direction-biased handoff algorithm show good results while dealing with this problem. Using combination of velocity, direction information and AI techniques, the intelligent handoff algorithms can reduce its effect well.

In addition, the handoff blocking probability and new call blocking probability of the conventional handoff algorithms are higher than that of fuzzy handoff algorithms, 0.15 and 0.24 compared to 0.05 and 0.13, respectively [104]. There are many parameters mentioned while analyzing models [35] which we do not discuss here in this paper. Some of them are call dropping probability, the duration of interruption, and additional network traffic caused by the handoff.

V. VERTICAL HANDOFF

Hybrid mobile network (inter-system) is a trend in modern telecommunication systems to adapt to the high and mixed demand of users who want to use several services simultaneously. Two or more different communication systems are interconnected to sustain a seamless connection when a MS moves from one network to another and achieve the goals of mobility, power consumption, coverage, and low cost, etc. The technical communication systems range from wire-line LAN, WLAN, GSM, GPRS, Bluetooth, WiMAX, UMTS and LTE. There are two main scenarios in vertical handoffs: moving into the preferred network and moving out of the preferred network, which are known as moving-in and moving-out vertical handoffs. In [107] the authors state vertical handoff as two-fold, handoff from the underlay network to overlay network, and handoff back from overlay network to underlay network. The handoff between WLAN (underlay network) and GPRS (overlay network) is an example of vertical handoff (Fig. 17). Some investigations of vertical handoff are also discussed in the previous sections. The primary challenges in the design of the vertical handoffs are [106]:

- Low latency handoff – to switch between networks as seamless as possible with as little data loss as possible.
- Power savings – minimizing power drain due to simultaneously active multiple network interfaces.
- Bandwidth Overhead – minimizing the load of the additional information used to implement the handoff.
- Triggering times – determining the exact time to trigger handoffs in a wireless channel. It is important to predict when a MS disconnects with BS.

The vertical handoff process can also be divided in three phases: i) Handoff Initiation: in this phase usable networks and available services information is gathered; ii) Handoff decision: it is also called network selection. During this phase, the handoff algorithm determines which network the MS should choose based on multiple parameters; iii) Handoff execution: connections are re-routed to new network in a seamless way.

Even though vertical handoff has the same basic principles of handoff discussed till now, it also deals with other factors that must be considered in handoff decision phase for effective network usage [105]. The parameters used for handoff decision can be listed as follows: (1) network parameters including coverage, bandwidth, load balancing, latency, RSS, SIR, monetary cost, security, connection time; (2) terminal parameters: velocity, battery, wireless interfaces; (3) user preferences: profile, the cost (billing plans), current user conditions; (4) service capabilities and QoS. According to [111]–[113], handoff decision can be classified as follows:

i) Decision function-based strategies. The decision cost function is a measurement of the benefit obtained by handoff to a particular network. Each network that could provide user with services is evaluated with a sum of weighted functions of specific parameters such as traffic load, RSS. These strategies estimates dynamic network conditions including a waiting period before handoff to ensure the handoff is necessary for each MS. The first research in 1999 [114] is policy-enable vertical handoff between LAN and GSM in Mobile IP infrastructure including testbed. Other studies in [115], [116] present the evaluation of these decision strategies between two types of networks: WLAN and GSM/GPRS. Different from the previous methods, these methods in [117], [118] take into account the user preferences in terms of cost and QoS. A cost function is modeled from the user point of view, such as their needs (cost and QoS) and user satisfaction (their willingness to pay the bill).

ii) Multiple attribute decision strategies based on different criteria such as bandwidth, delay, jitter to choose the best appropriate network. Popular methods are: (1) Simple Additive Weighting (SAW): choosing a network based on a weighted sum of all attribute values, (2) Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS): the target network is the best network between the ideal solution and the worst solution,(3) Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP): divide the network selection problem into many sub-problems and assign a weight value to each sub-problem, (4) Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) scores the candidate networks and selects the highest score network. All four methods are present in [120]. In this research, AHP is used to determine the weights for the rest methods and gives a comparison of SAW, TOPSIS and GRA where GRA has a slightly higher bandwidth and lower delay than SAW and TOPSIS for interactive traffic classes.

iii) Fuzzy logic and neural network based vertical handoff. When a large number of imprecise inputs are used, it is usually very difficult to develop analytical formulations of handover decision processes. Fuzzy logic and neural networks are used to process parameters such as RSS, low cost, optimum bandwidth. Applications of fuzzy logic for vertical handoff decision making are given in [29], [108]–[110]. The fuzzy decision algorithm in [108] uses the different signals between the current BS and the target BS for vertical handoff between WLAN and GSM. [109] applies bandwidth based fuzzy logic algorithm combined with traffic information and the speed of the MS to handoff between WLAN and WMAN. The combi-
nation of fuzzy logic and context information such as price, traffic, sojourn time, seamlessness is presented in [110]. The research in [92] has used handoff factor that is mentioned in the previous Section. In [119], neural network is used for finding the best network based on user preferences such as cost, and power. It is shown that the average performance of the neural network selection is 87%.

iv) Context-aware based vertical handoffs uses the knowledge of the context information of the MS and the networks to make a handoff decision between two networks. Context information, which is a criteria for making decision handoff, includes the capacity of the mobile terminal, the user’s profile, the network’s capacity (QoS, coverage, bandwidth), and the service. In [121]–[123], proposed vertical handoff decision algorithms are based on AHP. [121] stores context information in one repository including the user information, location and traffic. The flexible software-like scheme minimizes the handoff decision time. In [122], the context repository gathers, manages and evaluates the context information; also smart decision mechanisms are proposed. [123] proposes a mobile-initiated and controlled handoff algorithm using context information to process for each service.

In [113], vertical handoffs is classified into four classes: RSS based, bandwidth based, cost function based and combination algorithms. [112] has surveyed several vertical handoff algorithms. Vertical handoff can be implemented in two solutions: i) Network layer vertical handoff solutions based on IPv6 or Mobile IPv4, and ii) Upper layer vertical handoff solutions implement a session layer such as Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), making connection changes at underlying layers. For more details, the readers are referred to [111]–[113]

Fig. 13. Handoff between WLAN and GPRS

A. IEEE 802.21 MIH

The availability of multiple mobile broadband access technologies requires the service providers providing the uses the ability of roaming between different interfaces. The IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover standard (IEEE 802.21 MIH) [124] address that requirement by enabling handoff between IEEE 802 networks and non-IEEE 802 networks through a defined media independent handover framework. MIH service access points (MIH SAPs) has been defined as a media independent interface common to all technologies. MIH Function (MIHF) is independently designed as a medium layer between the link layer and the upper layers in the protocol stack of both the MS and the network elements (Fig 14). MIHF enhances the handoffs across heterogeneous access networks, i.e. vertical handoff, and to optimize the session continuity during handoff. MIHF consists of three services [125]:

i) Media Independent Event Service classifies, filters events, Link events and MIH events. Link events are generated within the link layer and received by MIHF. Events that are propagated by the MIHF to the MIH users are called MIH Events. Link events propagated to upper layers become MIH events. Upper layers can register for an MIH event notification.

ii) Media Independent Command Service allows MIHF to query link resources and help in managing and controlling link behavior related to handoffs by using a set of commands. It also enables both network-initiated and mobile-initiated handoff.

iii) Media Independent Information Service provides a mechanism for an MIH entity to access the fundamental information about neighboring networks, network technology, and available services for handoff process.

With many of its advantages, the IEEE 802.21 is expected to play an important role in the near future. It does not attempt to standardize the actual handoff mechanism. However, it provides only the overall framework; the actual algorithms to be implemented are left to the designers. To fill this gap, several vertical handoff decision algorithms have been proposed and analyzed. The numerical analysis in [127] shows that the proposed MIH framework reduces handoff latency. [130] proposes the vertical handoff between WiMAX and LTE based on MIH interface. In [126], the handoff scenario between WiMAX and WLAN networks and handoff scenario between 3G and WiMAX networks are present. Handoff between UMTS and WLAN using IEEE 802.21 standard performs well in terms of handoff delay and packet losses [128]. The 802.21 based network-initiated handoff mechanism between UMTS and WiMAX is given in [129]. A seamless handoff between WLAN and WMAN based on IEEE 802.21 and fuzzy logic

Fig. 14. IEEE 802.21 general architecture
has been proposed in [131].

VI. DISCUSSIONS ON HANDOFFS IN 60 GHz RADIO

As mentioned above, the target applications of 60 GHz systems have high bandwidth with high required-QoS. 60 GHz systems have small overlapping area where handoff is carried out. Hence, triggering handoffs, completing handoffs in a short time and reducing unnecessary handoffs are very important. Before discussing handoffs in the 60 GHz band, we show the simulation of conventional handoffs in 60 GHz.

The C++ simulation program for 60 GHz in [132] has been modified and enhanced. In this tool, two propagation models are included: two-ray propagation model and freespace as well as using the coverage generated by Radiowave Propagation Simulator (RPS) [133]. In this simulation study, we evaluate the performance of conventional handoffs in terms of the number of handoffs, and the number of unnecessary handoffs. The cell range is 20 m, the velocity of an MS is in the range from 0.25 m/s to 2 m/s. Two-ray propagation model is used. The movement of the MS is modeled using Random Walk Mobility Model with reflection. In the first case, the velocity of the MS is 1 m/s and the overlapping area is set such that it would be enough to complete a handoff. When the hysteresis \( h \) is 0 dB, there are 25,687 initiations of handoffs, out of which there are 15,912 unnecessary handoffs. This means that more than 61% handoffs are not necessary. In second case, the overlapping area is as small as 5 m. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) show the percentage of successful handoffs and the percentage of failure handoffs versus the mobile speed for two hysteresis levels, 0 dB and 5 dB. For the hysteresis of 0 dB and increasing the speed of the MS from 0.25 m/s to 2 m/s, the percentage of successful handoffs sinks from 99.9% to 97%, and the percentage of failure handoffs increases from 0.01% to 2.8%. The percentage of successful handoffs significantly drops from 98.6% to 89.9% in case the hysteresis is 5 dB. This means that the delay in handoff increases. The number of handoffs per call and the percentage of ping-pong handoffs in case of 0 dB hysteresis are much higher than those for the hysteresis of 5 dB as shown in Fig. 15(c) and Fig. 15(d).

The simulation results show that if the hysteresis is small, the number of unnecessary handoffs is high. If the hysteresis is set high, the number of unnecessary handoffs is low. But it increases the handoff delay, and reduces the number of successful handoffs. Thus traditional handoff algorithms with fixed threshold or fixed hysteresis are not suitable for 60 GHz indoor environment. In order to keep the number of handoffs and the handoff delay as small as possible, the adaptive threshold or hysteresis should be applied. Aforementioned, AI technologies, game theory, fuzzy logic, neural network prediction, and pattern recognition can help in this situation. Handoff algorithms based on these technologies not only reduce the number of handoffs, but also reduce the latency of handoff process. Thus these advantages of the intelligent handoff algorithms can match effectively the required precision in handoffs for 60 GHz based systems.

Next, with the same hysteresis, the number of successful handoffs depends on the velocity of a MS. A handoff can fail because of a fast moving MS. One thing we should mention is the corner effect. In cellular communication, a fast handoff algorithm is proposed to solve this problem [36]. Due to the propagation characteristic of 60 GHz, SIR can dramatically drop from 20 dB to -5 dB and rise up to 15 dB within a few centimeters [13]. In this case, fast handoffs might not be good solution. This requires that the handoff algorithms must deal with these quick changes, and shadowing problems. As discussed above, the velocity adaptive handoff algorithms and direction-based handoff algorithms also perform well in this situation. Especially in the indoor environment at 60 GHz, the corner effect is more critical since overlapping area exists only in open areas such as doors. Thus it is better to use additional information of a MS such as velocity, direction, and location for making a handoff decision. Using multiple thresholds according to the velocity of the MS, handoff algorithm also operates well in terms of the forced termination and call blocking probabilities [85].

Besides the movement of a MS, the cell size and the overlapping area are also important factors affecting handoff in 60 GHz system. Thus, improving the overlapping area is also a good solution. To do that, “Extended Cell” in [11] and Virtual Cellular Network [6] can help. However, defining when and how to form an EC is still a question while designing such networks. Moving Extended Cell [76] and Moving Cell in [13] can avoid handoffs by moving together with the MS. All above concepts should be incorporated in the applications namely the outdoor directional networks such as highway or train communication and also in the indoor networks where there are many people moving around.

Next, it is possible to improve handoff algorithms by appropriate handoff schemes and resource management. Effective resource allocation schemes such as tuning MAC protocol are also good ways to solve handoff issues of 60 GHz radio. Chess Board MAC protocol proposed in [74] shows that the resource allocation can help make the handoff process successful and fast. By predicting a handoff of an MS or using AI technologies, we can know the target base station and how to form an EC is still a question while designing such networks. Moving Extended Cell [76] and Moving Cell in [13] can avoid handoffs by moving together with the MS. All above concepts should be incorporated in the applications namely the outdoor directional networks such as highway or train communication and also in the indoor networks where there are many people moving around.

Finally, vertical handoff could also be carried out to improve handoffs in the multi standards 60 GHz systems. [2] shows that the future home networks using the 60 GHz band can provide the users with a variety of bandwidth-level services based on multi technologies like GSM, WLANS, Bluetooth. This means that the appropriate vertical handoff schemes between the above technologies can be a key for solving handoff issues in 60 GHz networks. In [77], a decision algorithm of vertical handoff from 60 GHz radio to WLAN is a good solution when the 60 GHz LOS link is blocked. As discussed, vertical handoff algorithm based on IEEE 802.21 MIH may be applicable in the fourth generation networks where 60 GHz is an obvious candidate.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We first gave an overview of the handoff algorithms in cellular and wireless network. We later studied the characteristics
of 60 GHz bands. The 60 GHz band with its vast unlicensed spectrum of 5 GHz is an obvious choice to support high speed multimedia applications in indoor environment in future. However, its small cell size and steep signal degradation makes handoff a difficult task. Thus we observe more number of handoffs and lesser time for carrying out a handoff. Thus handoff is an important aspect in such indoor network. In this paper, handoff algorithms for cellular wireless communication are investigated first. Conventional handoff algorithms are simple, and easy to deploy. But it shows poor performance in 60 GHz. Intelligent handoff algorithms, which use additional information such as velocity, direction, and traffic information and advanced techniques like fuzzy logic, could get better performance with respect to both the number of handoffs and the handoff delay. They may be complex while deploying, but it is possible to use advanced systems taking support from deployed sensor networks. Using additional information and intelligent handoff algorithms are the keys for successful handoffs in 60 GHz systems. Besides tuning handoff algorithms, we can improve the performance of handoff algorithms through designing the appropriate network architecture. Finally, some recommendations and discussions presented in this paper can help in selecting the right handoff algorithm while designing 60 GHz systems.
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